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1. Introduction 
1.1 Background and Objectives 
 

Severn Rivers Trust (SRT) commissioned Dynamic Rivers to undertake fluvial flood modelling to 
understand the flooding implications of a proposed river and floodplain restoration design (design 
undertaken by the client) to be undertaken by Severn Rivers Trust on land on the Black Brook at Saltwells 
National Nature Reserve (NNR). No design work has been undertaken by Dynamic Rivers as part of this 
commission. The study area is shown in Figure 1.1 below. 

 

 

Figure 1.1. Study reach and floodplain area along the Black Brook at Saltwells NNR (copyright Google Maps 

© 2022) 
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2. Optioneering, Model Build and Results 
 

2.1 Optioneering 
 

Following a site walkover with the client, the main aim of the project is to increase the flow over the left-
hand bank (facing downstream) in the vicinity of a weir structure within the Black Brook (the most upstream 
of two weirs along the study reach) where flow already enters this floodplain area via a small channel. This 
flow split is presently partly controlled by a small wooden board part way along the small channel at the 
upstream end. This would provide improved wetland over the left bank floodplain, as well as potentially 
providing fish passage (by providing a flow route over the left-hand floodplain) that is currently impeded by 
the two weir structures. There is a part failed wooden sluice structure at the downstream end of the small 
channel to be targeted for these works, this has resulted in some small local erosion around the structure 
and within the channel, however this structure is no longer a barrier along this channel as a result. 

Liaison with the client identified three potential options that could increase the flow into the left-hand 
floodplain area without significant construction works: 

• Option 1 – Large block – a large block was simulated in the model at the upstream weir location to 
locally raise water levels and push more water into the channel over the left-hand bank. This was 
simulated through increasing the bed level in the vicinity of the weir (but downstream of the inlet to 
the small channel) to approximately 200 mm above the level of the weir (this extends for a longer 
distance upstream than the small block option and therefore finishes at a higher level). This is 
demonstrated below in Figure 2.1. 

• Option 2 – Small block - a small block was simulated in the model at the upstream weir location to 
locally raise water levels and push more water into the channel over the left-hand bank. This was 
simulated through increasing the bed level in the vicinity of the weir (but downstream of the inlet to 
the small channel) to approximately 200 mm above the level of the weir. This is demonstrated below 
in Figure 2.1. 

• Option 3 – Small embankment - a small embankment was simulated in the model at the upstream 
weir location to locally raise water levels and push more water into the channel over the left-hand 
bank. This embankment was raised 0.5m above existing ground levels along its length in the model. 
This would result in a considerable reduction in water in the current main channel and an increase 
in water levels upstream.  This is demonstrated below in Figure 2.1. 

 

These three options were initially tested in the 2D model, with the impacts to Q95 flows (representative 
summer flow) compared to baseline shown below in Figure 2.2, and discussed with the client. This 
demonstrated that the Option 3 embankment would result in the largest wetland gains but would also impact 
water levels further upstream. There are not significant differences between the Option 1 large block and 
Option 2 small block outputs in terms of wetting of the left bank floodplain.  

Following this, the client decided that the small block option was the most appropriate and delivered the 
gains necessary. Therefore, this option was taken through to further modelling to demonstrate the flood 
extent impacts across the site. 
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Figure 2.1. Outline rainfall model outputs used to position proposed options at Saltwells NNR along the 

Black Brook. Blocks located in vicinity of upstream weir.  

 

 

 

Figure 2.2. Initial flow model output for Q95 (representative summer flow) flows compared to baseline for 

each outline option  
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2.2 2D Model Build 
To undertake the flood modelling for the proposed Option 2 – small block for the Black Brook at Saltwells 
NNR, a 2D HEC-RAS (v6.1) model of the study reach of the Black Brook has been developed, using 
available Environment Agency 1 m cell size LIDAR. The model was developed at a 1 m cell size to enable 
suitable representation of the channel, and floodplain and associated floodplain flow routes. LIDAR has 
been used for the model surface in the absence of any other survey data. LIDAR can have errors associated 
to depth below the water surface (dependent on water depth and clarity) and where filtering of the data has 
occurred, however this is the best available data to the project and a higher river bed associated to the 
channel itself would mean that the modelled water levels are likely conservative. 

The purpose of the modelling was to understand the flood impact of the outline Option 2 for this reach of 
the Black Brook. Initial model outputs were shared with the client to ensure this reflected their expectations 
in terms of performance of the proposed option (shown in Figure 2.2 above) before final model runs were 
completed.  

This Option 2 involves creating a block in the channel in the vicinity of the upstream weir, but downstream 
of the inlet to the channel over the left-hand bank, to a level approximately 200mm above the current weir 
level. This is to direct more water into the left-hand bank floodplain. No other modifications have been 
undertaken to the model for this option, however the client could consider removing the wooden boards 
within this small inlet channel to improve flow (these boards are too small to represent in the model surface). 
Flows will continue along the current main channel of Black Brook, but with more flow now directed into the 
left bank floodplain area. Flow then follows the small channel as it does currently and re-enters the main 
channel downstream, just upstream of the footbridge. Flow also spreads more widely across this floodplain 
area, a key objective of the project for the client. Following any future works, it is recommended the client 
monitors the downstream end of the channel where the old sluice gate has failed.  

The resulting model surface is shown below in Figure 2.3. 
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Figure 2.3. Option 2 Model surface / DEM 

 

The model has also assessed the impact on flood risk both locally, upstream and downstream through use 
of a flow monitoring line at the downstream extent of the model. 

The model has been built using a Digital Elevation Model (DEM) across the model domain that provides a 
ground elevation value for each 1 m grid cell. The model extent is shown in Figure 2.4 below, this also 
shows the grid orientation. 

Level (m 

AOD) 
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Figure 2.4. Model extent for the Black Brook study reach at Saltwells NNR 

 

2.3 Model Run Parameters 
Default parameters were used in the 2D HEC-RAS model setup. Simulated depths, velocities, water level, 
bed shear stress, and flow were output to assess flood extents across the model domain. Monitoring lines 
were used at the downstream end of the model to determine likely downstream flood risk impacts. Model 
outputs were sensibility checked. The downstream boundary of the model is a normal depth boundary, with 
the rating calculated using the underlying model surface information. 

Manning’s ‘n’ roughness values 

Manning’s ‘n’ roughness coefficients have been applied to the 2D model surface and have been informed 
by a site visit and through published information with regards to appropriate roughness values1. These 
values are: 

Model domain feature Manning’s ‘n’ value 

Open channel – low energy river system with some 
in-channel vegetation growth 

0.045 

Floodplain – some high grass and light 
brush/vegetation cover, generally similar across 
whole model domain 

0.05 

 

 
 

1 Chow, V.T. (1959) Open Channel Hydraulics. McGraw-Hill, New York 
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2.4 Hydrology  
Flow inputs to the upstream end of the 2D model domain for the Black Brook, were derived from an 
AutoRefH (RefH2) approach.  For the purposes of this modelling assessment, a 1 in 100yr plus allowances 
for climate change (+33% uplift) 2, 1 in 20yr and 1 in 2yr return period flood event have been run through 
the model as well as representative low flows Q95 (typical summer) and Q10 (typical winter), estimated 
using Low Flows 2 software. The corresponding flows were: 

Black Brook: 

• 100yrCC – 11.0 m3/s 

• 20yr – 5.1 m3/s 

• 2yr – 2.4 m3/s 

• Q95 – 0.1 m3/s 

• Q10 – 1 m3/s 

 

2.5 Flood Extent Change  
 

Flood modelling for the current and restored site scenario has been undertaken to determine the fluvial 
flood risk impacts as a result of the proposed scheme. This has been undertaken for the 1 in 100yr plus 
allowances for climate change, 1 in 20yr and 1 in 2yr event.  

Figures 2.5 to 2.7 demonstrate the flood extent changes for each of the flood return periods listed above, 
with baseline shown in blue and the restored scenario shown in red (no change areas are shown in purple). 
The figures show very little flood extent changes for the 1 in 100yrCC (Figure 2.5) and 1 in 20yr (Figure 
2.6) flood events as the local floodplain area is already significantly flooded under these extreme flow 
conditions for baseline conditions and the small intervention proposed would not significantly change the 
flooding regime under these extreme events. There are some minor changes in flood extent for the 1 in 2yr 
event (Figure 2.7), with some minor increases where flows are encouraged earlier into the floodplain over 
the left-hand bank area, and some resulting minor reduction over the adjacent right-hand bank just 
downstream of the blockage. However, these are not significant changes compared to baseline conditions, 
due to the small-scale nature of the proposed intervention and flood water already flowing into the target 
floodplain areas under baseline conditions.  

 

 
 

2 https://environment.data.gov.uk/hydrology/climate-change-allowances/river-flow 
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Figure 2.5. 1 in 100yrCC flood extent change, blue = baseline, red = restored (where red is visible indicates 

flood extent increase, purple indicates no change and blue indicates reduction in flood extent). 

 

 

 

Figure 2.6. 1 in 20yr flood extent change, blue = baseline, red = restored (where red is visible indicates flood 

extent increase, purple indicates no change and blue indicates reduction in flood extent). 
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Figure 2.7. 1 in 2yr flood extent change, blue = baseline, red = restored (where red is visible indicates flood 

extent increase, purple indicates no change and blue indicates reduction in flood extent). 

 

Given the small-scale nature of the proposed works, the impacts on the downstream hydrograph is minimal, 
with Figures 2.8 to 2.10 confirming no significant changes for the monitored hydrograph at the downstream 
end of the model for all of the flood return period events modelled. 
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Figure 2.8. Downstream hydrograph comparing baseline (green/grey) and restored (blue) flows for the 1 in 
100yr plus allowances for climate change event. 

 

Figure 2.9. Downstream hydrograph comparing baseline (green/grey) and restored (blue) flows for the 1 in 
20yr event. 
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Figure 2.10. Downstream hydrograph comparing baseline (green/grey) and restored (blue) flows for the 1 in 
2yr event. 

 

2.6 Flood Depth Change  
Flood and water depth change analysis has also been undertaken for flood flows and the low flow regime 
to understand the impacts of the proposed restoration works when compared to baseline conditions, 
particularly in the reach upstream of the blocking feature within the channel that directs flows into the left 
bank floodplain area. 

Figures 2.11 to 2.15 shows depth analysis points along the modelled reach of the Black Brook. Positive 
figures/numbers show a depth reduction compared to baseline, negative figures show a depth increase 
compared to baseline. These show that there are small increases to water depths upstream of the proposed 
blocking feature that directs flow into the left bank floodplain. This is in the order of 10-20mm for a 1 in 2yr 
event (Figure 2.11), and negligible for larger flood events due to the feature being drowned out. The 
increase is around 70-80mm for a winter Q10 event (Figure 2.14) and approximately 10mm for a Q95 event 
(Figure 2.15), for a distance of ~60-80m upstream of the proposed blocking feature. There are reductions 
in depth compared to baseline in the main channel of the Black Brook downstream of the proposed blocking 
feature as a result of more flow being directed in the target left bank floodplain area. 
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Figure 2.11. 1 in 2yr depth change upstream and downstream of blocking feature (negative values show 
increase in depth compared to baseline, positive values show a reduction compared to baseline).  
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Figure 2.12. 1 in 20yr depth change upstream and downstream of blocking feature (negative values show 
increase in depth compared to baseline, positive values show a reduction compared to baseline).  
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Figure 2.13. 1 in 100yrCC depth change upstream and downstream of blocking feature (negative values show 
increase in depth compared to baseline, positive values show a reduction compared to baseline).  
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Figure 2.14. Q10 depth change upstream and downstream of blocking feature (negative values show increase 
in depth compared to baseline, positive values show a reduction compared to baseline).  
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Figure 2.15. Q95 depth change upstream and downstream of blocking feature (negative values show increase 
in depth compared to baseline, positive values show a reduction compared to baseline).  

 

2.7 Summer (Q95)/winter (Q10) outputs  
 

Figures 2.16 and 2.17 show the wetted extent change as a result of the proposed scheme compared to 
baseline for Q95 summer (Figure 2.17) and Q10 winter (Figure 2.16) flows. This shows that under both the 
Q95 and Q10 flows, there is considerable wetted extent increase compared to baseline as a result of the 
small blocking feature, particularly over the left bank floodplain target area and over the right bank where 
an old pond has previously filled in. This will result in considerable wetland habitat change over time.  
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Figure 2.16. Q10 extent change, blue = baseline, red = restored (where red is visible indicates flood extent 

increase, purple indicates no change and blue indicates reduction in flood extent). 
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Figure 2.17. Q95 extent change, blue = baseline, red = restored (where red is visible indicates flood extent 

increase, purple indicates no change and blue indicates reduction in flood extent). 
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3. Conclusions 
 

• Severn Rivers Trust (SRT) commissioned Dynamic Rivers to undertake fluvial flood modelling to 
understand the flooding implications of a proposed river and floodplain restoration design (design 
undertaken by the client) to be undertaken by Severn Rivers Trust on land on the Black Brook at 
Saltwells National Nature Reserve (NNR). No design work has been undertaken by Dynamic Rivers 
as part of this commission. 

• Liaison with the client identified three potential options that could increase the flow into the left-hand 
floodplain area without significant construction works: 

o Option 1 – Large block – a large block was simulated in the model at the upstream weir 
location to locally raise water levels and push more water into the channel over the left-hand 
bank. This was simulated through increasing the bed level in the vicinity of the weir (but 
downstream of the inlet to the small channel) to approximately 200 mm above the level of 
the weir (this extends for a longer distance upstream than the small block option and 
therefore finishes at a higher level).  

o Option 2 – Small block - a small block was simulated in the model at the upstream weir 
location to locally raise water levels and push more water into the channel over the left-hand 
bank. This was simulated through increasing the bed level in the vicinity of the weir (but 
downstream of the inlet to the small channel) to approximately 200 mm above the level of 
the weir.  

o Option 3 – Small embankment - a small embankment was simulated in the model at the 
upstream weir location to locally raise water levels and push more water into the channel 
over the left-hand bank. This embankment was raised 0.5m above existing ground levels 
along its length in the model. This would result in a considerable reduction in water in the 
current main channel and an increase in water levels upstream.   

• To undertake the flood modelling for the proposed Option 2 – small block for the Black Brook at 
Saltwells NNR, a 2D HEC-RAS (v6.1) model of the study reach of the Black Brook has been 
developed, using available Environment Agency 1 m cell size LIDAR. The model was developed at 
a 1 m cell size to enable suitable representation of the channel, and floodplain and associated 
floodplain flow routes. LIDAR has been used for the model surface in the absence of any other 
survey data. LIDAR can have errors associated to depth below the water surface (dependent on 
water depth and clarity) and where filtering of the data has occurred, however this is the best 
available data to the project and a higher river bed associated to the channel itself would mean that 
the modelled water levels are likely conservative 

• The modelling has shown very little flood extent changes for the 1 in 100yrCC and 1 in 20yr flood 
events as the local floodplain area is already significantly flooded under these extreme flow 
conditions for baseline conditions and the small intervention proposed would not significantly 
change the flooding regime under these extreme events. There are some minor changes in flood 
extent for the 1 in 2yr event, with some minor increases where flows are encouraged earlier into the 
floodplain over the left-hand bank area, and some resulting minor reduction over the adjacent right-
hand bank just downstream of the blockage. However, these are not significant changes compared 
to baseline conditions, due to the small-scale nature of the proposed intervention and flood water 
already flowing into the target floodplain areas under baseline conditions. There are no significant 
changes to the downstream hydrograph as a result of the proposed works. 

• These show that there are small increases to water depths upstream of the proposed blocking 
feature that directs flow into the left bank floodplain. This is in the order of 10-20mm for a 1 in 2yr 
event, and negligible for larger flood events due to the feature being drowned out. The increase is 
around 70-80mm for a winter Q10 event and approximately 10mm for a Q95 event, for a distance 
of ~60-80m upstream of the proposed blocking feature. 
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• Under both the Q95 and Q10 flows, there is considerable wetted extent increase compared to 
baseline as a result of the small blocking feature, particularly over the left bank floodplain target 
area and over the right bank where an old pond has previously filled in. This will result in 
considerable wetland habitat change over time. 
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© 2022 Dynamic Rivers Ltd. All Rights Reserved. 

This document has been prepared by Dynamic Rivers Ltd for sole use of our client (the “Client”) in 
accordance with generally accepted consultancy principles, the budget for fees and the terms of reference 
agreed between Dynamic Rivers Ltd and the Client. Any information provided by third parties and referred 
to herein has not been checked or verified by Dynamic Rivers Ltd, unless otherwise expressly stated in the 
document. No third party may rely upon this document without the prior and express written agreement of 
Dynamic Rivers Ltd. 
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